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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 07/31/2022

Description Used 2019 Forest River RV Cardinal Explorer 383BHLE CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO
TOUR   Forest River Cardinal Explorer 383BH fifth wheel highlights: Two Full
Bathrooms Kitchen Island 15' Electric Awning Double Entry Doors Exterior Kitchen
  Double entry doors, two full bathrooms, a bunk house, plus an outside kitchen
are just a few of the amenities that you will find throughout this Cardinal Explorer
383BH by Forest River!  Your kids will love their own space with this bunkhouse
and bathroom! In the combined kitchen and living area you will find a set of
theater seats, an island with a double sink, and an entertainment center where
you can watch a movie or catch the news. After a day of playing outdoors, come
retire to the front bedroom where you will find a king bed or you can choose an
optional queen. There is an exterior kitchen with a refrigerator and a sink, plus
you will find plenty of shade from the 15' electric awning and more!   When you
choose to camp with a Forest River Cardinal Explorer, you are choosing a quality
built fifth wheel with plenty of features throughout. You will enjoy how functional
the kitchen is with the Furrion 2-in-1 21" oven/range with LED knob indicators and
Magic Chef 30" residential microwave.  Crown molding is featured throughout
each unit which creates a high-end residential look, and you will appreciate the
Shaw brand carpeting and linoleum which is backed by a 7-year cold crack
warranty.  Each Cardinal Explorer is constructed of an all welded aluminum
frames, Alpha Superflex TPO membrane roofing, a high gloss gel
coated fiberglass exteriors, and MORryde CRE 3,000 suspensions for a smooth
towing experience.  It also features a 100" wide body frame which allows for
plenty of space throughout. Front Bedroom|Bunkhouse|Two Entry/Exit
Doors|Outdoor Kitchen|Kitchen Island|Two Full Baths
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2019 Cardinal Explorer 383BHLE $79,250
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Basic information Year: 2019
Stock Number: 14484-038
VIN Number: crabtreerv-14484-038
Length: 505
GVW: 16514
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 4

Item address 400 Heather Lane, 72921, Alma, Arkansas, United States
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